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INTRODUCTION
During the period 01.01.2010 - 01.12.2010 we have concentrated on automatic detection picking
and location procedures. The new version of the post event procedure "autoloc" was created and
tested on the bases of the 500 waveform recordings of triggered seismic events of magnitude md >
2.5 recorded by the ISN in local, regional and teleseismic ranges. The procedure contains new
event detection-picking-association-location modules, which allows picking and reliable location
of weak events with low threshold level. The set of erroneous noise triggers obtained during the
detection process are eliminated using grid-search association-location according to the specific
travel time constrains on P and S first arrivals. The autoloc located correctly 90% of the test events
with time delay of 1-1.5 minute after the start.
In parallel we have developed the new Java real-time detection-picking-location procedure "realtime_autoloc" using the modules of the autoloc and the JSTAR-Nanometrics acquisition system.
The procedure starts location with 5 triggered stations and relocates the event with each new phase
detected. The procedure has a great value for real-time notification about the earthquakes.
Meanwhile the "realt-time_autoloc" passes the stage of verification. We are working on error
assessment, real-time map-view representation and selection of the best among the set of solutions
obtained. At the next stage we shall continue verification of the autoloc and the real-time_autoloc
procedures within real data stream environment. Besides we shall start working on magnitude
estimation for triggered events and real-time events. In the background we shall start learning the
ShakeMap software and it's implementation.
We report about fulfillment of the following tasks: 1. automatic picking and location, 2.

creation of the data-base of events for testing of the notification algorithm, 3. simulation
of strong earthquake recording, 4. upgrading the algorithm for automatic moment
estimation, 5. testing of the autopick algorithm using simulated strong earthquake
recordings
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1. Automatic picking and location using the whole network waveform real-time

recordings
Figure 1. General scheme of the real-time picking-location algorithm.
Each channel is processed independently during the current 3 sec time window. After the 3
sec package arrive to a channel recursive filtering is performed, the package is added to the
3 min data buffer (ring-buffer) and re-picking of the channel starts, the old picks are
removed and the new are added to the buffer of picks if the old and new pick differ no
more than by 1 sec. Picking procedure is two-step: triggering and picking. Triggering is
due to thresholding of STA/LTA function over the optimal detector curve. The STA/LTA
allows to normalise the detector curve, minimise fluctuation of the noise level and makes
smoothing. The procedure provides several picks, including P and S, which are associated
and selected at the stage of location. The arrival time (AT) picks are sorted and relocation
process starts if a set of conditions is met (the quantity of stations, average SNR etc).
Location is performed using grid-search association method using precomputed travel time
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matrix for each grid-point-station pair. Association of picks is based on looking for the grid
point (Lat, Lon, H) where maximum number of origin time estimates: Otn=AT-TT fell
within a time window of 3 sec length. The travel time TT (P or S) calculations are due to

local velocity (3D) model and a ray-tracing algorithm.
Figure 2. Real-time automatic picking over pre-whitened traces of a small even
2. Creation of the data-base of events for testing of the notification algorithm
The algorithm of rapid notification was created comprising quick message interface, client-server
system based on UDP protocol. It allows to attach visualization modules, calculation module with
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feed-back connection and modules which allow transmission of notification message to other
systems, for example, Seiscomp3.

3. Algorithms for simulation of strong earthquake recordings at the ISN stations
The interface is created between the JSTAR program (the system for trigger processing) and the
data acquisition server (NAQS). We prepare signal for simulation in JSTAR i.e. define station
arrival times and transfer signal of a small event into event of desired magnitude and send it to the
server. JSTAR is transferred in the client regime, I. e. regime equivalent to the field station. Data
transmission between JSTAR and NAQS is performed along the same path as between the station
and the server (JSTAR simulates the Corinne – Satellite hub). This way a full-scale simulation is
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performed.

Figure 3. Real-time automatic picking of a small event over STA/LTA optimal
detector curves.
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Figure 4. Examples of grid-search function. Maximum of the function estimates
epicenter location for earthquake (North Israel) Lat=33.04 Lon 35.42 (a) , and local
explosion Lat 30.9 Lon 35.1 (b).
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4. Upgrading the algorithm for automatic moment estimation for strong earthquakes
The program is created as a client-server algorithm. When client gets signal from the
acquisition server, it extracts record from the ring-buffer of the acquisition server, provides
remove instrument procedure using pole-zero information from the data-base and computes
amplitude and corner frequency of displacement spectrum in the S wave time window
which is used in turn for the moment magnitude calculation via (Avi Shapira equation)
3

Mw= 4πρDβ Ω/(cF)

(see Figure ). The corner frequency is automatically found as intersection of horizontal
line tangent to the spectrum and line y= -ax +b in logarithmic scale tangent to the spectrum
where a ≈0.4 Omega value Ω is determined using regression of horizontal line in the frequency
range from 0 to the determined line y= -ax +b.
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Figure 5. Automatic measuring of moment magnitude using displacement spectrum at a
short period station SLTI.

5. Testing of the autopick algorithm using simulated strong earthquake recordings
We have developed two-stage procedure for seismogram simulation. At the first stage we
take arbitrary real local earthquake (with magnitude > 3) signal and transform it's velocity
amplitude and spectrum so that it corresponds to an earthquake of a given magnitude with
the same source origin (see Figures ). This transformation is based on moving window
integration of the original signal.

In addition specific filtrations or multiple event

summation with given time shifts can be applied. Alternatively we can take signal of a
channel and using the travel time model simulate recordings at other channels etc.
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Figure 6. Initial signal for earthquake simulation.
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Figure 7. Synthetic ground-shaking (velocity) for earthquake M=7 and the dialog
window for starting seismogram simulation.
On the second stage we prepare the simulated event for sending it to the acquisition
system, i.e. the signal is transformed into the format of a seismic station and for each
station the client is initialized for transmission to the acquisition server. This way the whole
route between the modem and the autolocation system is verified. Such characteristics as
the package size the channel dynamic range the speed of the system reaction, trigger level
are possible to control and tune by the simulation.
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Figure 9. Measurement of moment magnitude (M=6.3) for simulated event.
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Figure 10. Mapping of the event on the topographic map and target function grid
view map.
The event location is shown on the local topographic map and the quality of location can
be judged from the view of the target function: sharp single peak would correspond to high
quality location, the distributed form of the peak or multiple distributed peaks would
indicate large data uncertainty, separated peaks might indicate double or multiple event.
These two maps are based on the

notification system, which allow to separate the

processes of location and visualization.
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